Deaths Attributable to Air Pollution in Nordic Countries: Disparities in the Estimates
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Abstract: Particulate matter air pollution is widely considered as the leading environmental cause of premature mortality. However, there are substantial differences in the estimated health burden between the assessments. The aim of this work is to quantify the deaths attributable to ambient air pollution in Nordic countries applying selected assessment tools and approaches, and to identify the main disparities. We quantified and compared the estimated deaths from three health risk assessment tools and from a set of different concentration-response functions. A separate analysis was conducted for the impacts of spatial resolution of the exposure model on the estimated deaths. We found that the death rate (deaths per million) attributable to PM$_{2.5}$ and O$_3$ were the highest in Denmark and the lowest in Iceland. In the five Nordic countries, the results between the three tools ranged from 8500 to 11,400 for PM$_{2.5}$ related deaths, and for ozone from 230 to 260 deaths in 2015. Substantially larger differences were found between five concentration-response functions. The shape of concentration-response functions, and applied theoretical thresholds led to substantial differences in the estimated deaths. Nordic countries are especially sensitive to theoretical thresholds due to low exposures. Sensitivity analysis demonstrated that when using spatial exposure assessment methods, high spatial resolution is necessary to avoid underestimation of exposures and health effects.
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1. Introduction

Ambient air pollution, especially particulate matter, is among the biggest environmental health risks globally [1–4]. Exposure to air pollution is linked with non-communicable diseases such as cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, and cancers [5]. While different assessments recognize the importance of ambient air pollution as a health risk, there are substantial differences in the estimated deaths. For instance in the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) study [2] it was estimated that 2.9 million
deaths were related to fine particle (PM$_{2.5}$) exposure in 2017, while Burnett et al. (2018) estimated 8.9 million deaths in 2015 [2]. These disparities are mainly due to methodological differences [6].

A review by Papadogeorgou et al. (2019) [7] related to health effects of fine particles at low exposure levels report statistically significant associations between long-term fine particle exposure and total mortality as well as mortality due to cardiovascular diseases and respiratory diseases. In the Nordic countries, annual ambient air pollution levels are relatively low, and generally meet the EU guideline values. Regardless of the low exposures, ambient air pollution remains a significant environmental risk factor in Nordic countries. For instance, in Sweden and Finland, 7,600 and 2,000 premature deaths, respectively, were attributable to air pollution in 2015 [8,9]. Premature deaths attributable to air pollution are leading to considerable economic costs. In four Nordic countries (Denmark, Sweden, Finland and Norway), air pollution related deaths were estimated to lead to a total cost of 7 billion euros in 2015 [10].

In the burden of disease assessments, population exposures are often linked with health outcomes using relative risks (RR) from epidemiological studies. The relation between increase in exposure and associated increase in risk at low levels of air pollution has often been assumed to be linear [11]. However, over the past decade supra-linear shapes with steeper risk increase at lower exposure levels have been suggested [7,12–14]. Burnett et al. 2014 [14] presented integrated exposure-response (IER) functions which combine relative risks from different air pollution sources into non-linear functions. The IER functions include theoretical thresholds (Theoretical Minimum Risk Exposure Level, TMREL) which are assigned as “a uniform distribution with lower/upper bounds given by the average of the minimum and 5th percentile of outdoor air pollution cohort studies exposure distributions conducted in North America” [15]. The IER functions have become the main concentration-response (C-R) functions used in the GBD studies for fine particle exposure.

Several tools are developed for estimation of air pollution related health burden. Anenberg et al. (2016) [16] conducted the first systematic survey of air pollution health risk assessment tools, where they reviewed 17 tools. They concluded that these tools had several common characteristics like similar sources for C-R functions, population data and baseline mortality rates. However, several important differences were reported e.g., related to exposure data sources, format and technical properties.

While Anenberg et al. (2016) [16] focused more on qualitative comparison of health risk assessment tools; Malmqvist et al. (2018) [17] also quantified disparities in different scenarios of air pollution levels (cut-off points), compared two different coefficients for mortality and looked at the impact of the study population on the results. The differences were remarkable, for instance, the use of the Beelen et al. (2014) [18] coefficient for natural-cause mortality (hazard ratio (HR) 1.14 per 10 µg/m$^3$) instead of Pope et al. (2002) [19] coefficient for all-cause mortality (HR 1.06 per 10 µg/m$^3$) doubled the mortality estimates.

In another follow-up study, Beelen et al. (2014) [18] results were analyzed for sub-regional differences in the C-R relationships between South European, Central and Nordic cohorts [20]. Even though not statistically significant, the results were consistent with the hypothesis that in the more northern climates buildings are tighter, better insulated, and protect occupants also partly from ambient air pollution.

Recent reports [21–23] have increasingly pointed to the need for reviewing the impacts of air pollution in the Nordic countries due to the large uncertainties in estimating the effects at low exposure levels. Currently there is no consensus on which shape of the concentration-response function should be applied and whether a threshold should be used.

The objective of this work is to quantify the disparities in air pollution-related death estimates. We concentrate on low exposure areas where the concentration-response models with thresholds raise questions of their suitability to these areas. The aim of the first part of the work is compare three existing health risk assessment tools to estimate premature deaths attributable to annual ambient PM$_{2.5}$ and O$_3$ concentrations in 2015 using the same exposure data source in the tools (part 1). The aim of the second part is to quantify the disparities in the attributable death estimates due to concentration-response
functions (part 2). In the third part we evaluate the impact of spatial resolution on exposure modelling and further on the estimated deaths (part 3).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Health Risk Assessment Tools Included in this Study

Three tools were selected for the tool comparison. These tools have previously been applied in the Nordic region. Same exposure data was used for all comparisons to prevent any exposure-originating disparities. Tools were used to calculate premature deaths related air pollution exposure, referred also as attributable deaths. Short descriptions of the tools are given below.

The ALPHA RiskPoll (ARP) is developed by Ecometrics Research and Consulting (EMRC) and available via contract/license. It enables analysis of a wide range of chronic and acute health effects from exposure to fine particles, ozone and nitrogen dioxide [24–26]. As an input, the tool uses country-specific and scenario-specific population-weighted concentrations most often calculated with the integrated Greenhouse gas and Air pollution Interactions and Synergies (GAINS) model [27,28], or chemical transportation models (CTM) like the model of the European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP) [29]. ARP is flexible with respect to the possibility to add and remove substances and C-R functions, as well as the update of populations and baseline incidence rates. In the default setting the results from the tool explicitly express uncertainty in the monetized value of statistical lives (VSL) and value of life years lost (VOLY) as is found in the literature. ARP and the version preceding ARP has been extensively used for assessing benefits from air pollution abatement measures and instruments in Europe—in particular during the work leading up to the European Commission proposal for a Clean Air Policy Package [30]. In this work version 3-01 of ARP is used.

The modelling tool Economic Valuation of Air Pollution (EVA) is an integrated model system developed in Denmark to quantify health impacts as well as health-related economic externalities of air pollution. The EVA modelling tool represents the entire impact pathway chain and is driven by concentration fields from atmospheric chemistry-transport models. The output is a gridded assessment of several morbidity endpoints and acute and chronic mortality due to PM$_{2.5}$, O$_3$, NO$_2$ and SO$_2$, and their related external costs. The EVA system has previously been used for quantification of health impacts of air pollution and related external costs in Europe and Denmark (e.g., [31,32]) and for investigations of the contribution from different sectors [33] as well as under future conditions [34]. A new version of the EVA modeling tool has been developed in 2018–2019, and used in the present study. This version is based on the WHO (2013) HRAPIE review [35] (later summarized in [36]) in terms of both health endpoints and concentration-response functions. The health impacts of NO$_2$ have therefore been included. Acute deaths attributable to PM$_{2.5}$ exposure are included separately to EVA because they are valued differently than chronic deaths. As WHO has specified C-R functions separately for acute mortality, the lost life years from mortality due to long-term exposure are accounted for net of acute mortality to avoid any double-counting. A life-table from Statistics Denmark is used for the conversion between lost life-years and acute deaths, respectively, chronic deaths (cf. [37]), as Denmark is close to the European and OECD average life-expectancy. EVA is in-house and the development is continuing.

The health impacts of air pollution (ISTA) tool, developed at the Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare (THL) has an extensible collection of available C-R functions [9] and is linked to baseline burden of disease data by WHO [38]. The ISTA tool allows for probabilistic modelling of exposure variability and calculates uncertainties using 95% CI for C-R functions and standard error for exposure when these are available. In this tool, it is possible to look at the health impacts for specific pollutants, age groups, gender, and disease groups. The ISTA tool is in-house at THL and the development is continuing.

The second part of the work was conducted using the freely available web-based AirQ+ tool developed by WHO/Europe to quantify health risks of air pollution [39]. AirQ+ includes pre-loaded
datasets for C-R functions from the WHO’s HRAPIE expert panel [36] and three sets of IER functions. The user needs to input air pollution concentrations, population info and baseline health data. The user can also add C-R functions [40]. In this work AirQ+ tool is used in the comparison of C-R functions. An overview of the used tools is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of the properties of the tools included in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>AirQ+</th>
<th>ARP</th>
<th>EVA</th>
<th>ISTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health metrics</td>
<td>YLL, morbidity cases, deaths, RADs, hospital admissions</td>
<td>YLL, morbidity cases, deaths, RADs, hospital admissions</td>
<td>YLL, morbidity cases, deaths, RADs, hospital admissions</td>
<td>DALY, YLL, YLD, attributable deaths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape of the C-R function</td>
<td>Linear, log-linear, supra-linear (IER)</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>Log-linear, linear, supra-linear (IER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exposure metric</td>
<td>PWC</td>
<td>PWC</td>
<td>Grided exposure</td>
<td>PWC + exposure distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economical valuation</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>VSL, VLY</td>
<td>VSL, VLY</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

YLL: Years of Life Lost, RADs: Restricted activity days; DALY: Disability Adjusted Life Years, YLD: Years Lived with Disability, IER: Integrated exposure-response function, PWC: Population Weighed Concentration, VSL: Value of Statistical Life, VLY: Value of Life Year lost.

2.2. Baseline Heath Data, and Concentration-Response Funktion

The baseline mortality data used in the tools were compared to the national statistics (Table 2). All tools show a relatively good agreement with the available statistical data at national level. The biggest differences were observed in EVA for Norway (+23%) and in ARP for Denmark (+10%). In EVA the baseline deaths are estimated as a percentage of the total population in each grid cell. The percentage (0.97%) used for all countries is based on Danish mortality rate of the years 2006–2015. For the comparisons of the baseline deaths in EVA to the national statistics, Danish mortality rate was multiplied with the number of a total population in a country.

Table 2. Baseline mortality in Nordic countries according to the national statistics in 2015 and the differences in the input values used in the tools.

| Country | National Statistics Deaths | Difference in Tool Values (%) | ISTE | ARP | EVA *
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>52,555</td>
<td>−4.6%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>52,492</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
<td>+3.1%</td>
<td>0.48%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>2178</td>
<td>−5.5%</td>
<td>−1.7%</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>40,727</td>
<td>−0.80%</td>
<td>+6.4%</td>
<td>+23%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>90,907</td>
<td>−0.18%</td>
<td>+5.2%</td>
<td>+5.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* EVA uses the Danish mortality rate (0.97%) based on years 2006–2015 for all regions.

The three tools used in the tool comparison, ARP, EVA, and ISTE, apply C-R functions for air pollution related mortality from the HRAPIE project [35,36] (Table 3). The fourth tool, AirQ+, includes a broader set of C-R functions (Table 4). Note that these tables are not a comprehensive list of all functions in the tools, but only includes the mortality functions applied in this work.
Table 3. Concentration-response functions used in the tool comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>Baseline Mortality</th>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>RR per 10 µg/m³</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Included in Tools</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>All-cause (natural $^a$) mortality</td>
<td>&gt;30 year</td>
<td>1.062</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>ARP, EVA $^b$, ISTE</td>
<td>[36,47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM$_{2.5}$</td>
<td>All-cause mortality (acute)</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>1.0123</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>EVA</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O$_3$</td>
<td>All-cause (natural $^a$) mortality</td>
<td>all</td>
<td>1.0029</td>
<td>&gt;35 ppb</td>
<td>ARP, EVA, ISTE</td>
<td>[36]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$n/a$ not applied, $^a$ excluding violent or accidental causes of deaths, $^b$ EVA uses chronic mortality after subtracting acute mortality to avoid double counting.

Table 4. Concentration-response (C-R) functions applied for PM$_{2.5}$ in the C-R comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C-R Function</th>
<th>Baseline Mortality</th>
<th>RR per 10 µg/m³</th>
<th>Threshold µg/m³</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RR: 1.062</td>
<td>All-cause (natural $^a$) mortality</td>
<td>1.062</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Log-linear</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR: 1.14</td>
<td>All-cause (natural $^a$) mortality</td>
<td>1.14 $^b$</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Log-linear</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IER 2013</td>
<td>ALRI, COPD, IHD, LC, Stroke</td>
<td>Function$^c$</td>
<td>5.8–8.8</td>
<td>Supra-linear</td>
<td>[14,48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IER 2015</td>
<td>ALRI, COPD, IHD, LC, Stroke</td>
<td>Function$^c$</td>
<td>5.9–8.7</td>
<td>Supra-linear</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IER 2016</td>
<td>ALRI, COPD, IHD, LC, Stroke</td>
<td>Function$^c$</td>
<td>2.4–5.9</td>
<td>Supra-linear</td>
<td>[15,50]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ excluding violent or accidental causes of deaths; $n/a$ not applied; $^b$ transformed from the reported 1.07 per 5 µg/m³; $^c$ Relative risk (RR) depends on age group, ALRI: Acute lower respiratory infection, COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, IHD: Ischemic heart disease, LC: lung cancer.

2.3. Air Quality Modelling

Air quality was modelled for 2015 at high-spatial resolution (1 km × 1 km) using the DEHM-UBM model setup, which combines the Danish Eulerian Hemispheric Model (DEHM) [51,52] with the Urban Background Model (UBM) [53,54]. The geographic domain of DEHM covers the Northern hemisphere, while UBM covers a limited area of interest with a high spatial resolution (1 km × 1 km). Full non-linear chemistry is included in DEHM, while the NO-NO$_2$-O$_3$ chemistry is included in UBM. This combination makes it possible to describe the long-range atmospheric transport of pollutants into and within Europe, while still having a high spatial resolution in the output over e.g., populated areas.

In the current setup, a new high-resolution emission inventory for the Nordic region has been used as input to the UBM model, while the emissions applied in DEHM is based on the EMEP emission database [55]. The UBM model is part of the Danish THOR/AirGIS system, which has been evaluated in detail for Denmark (e.g., [53,56–58]). A comprehensive evaluation of the DEHM-UBM setup for the full Nordic region is in progress. The preliminary evaluation against observations as well as against the concentration estimated by EEA points towards a relatively good agreement for 2015.

The output of the DEHM-UBM setup provides the concentrations of the health-relevant air pollutants, which are then combined with gridded population data and information on age structure to calculate the exposure. An example of the underlying gridded exposure to PM$_{2.5}$ is shown in Figure 1 as the annual PM$_{2.5}$ concentration from UBM multiplied with the number of people in each grid cell. Clear spatial gradients are seen in the exposure, with highest values in the urban areas with both a high population density and high PM$_{2.5}$ levels (Figure 1).
The gridded 1 km × 1 km annual exposure to PM$_{2.5}$ based on the simulated concentration from the Danish Eulerian Hemispheric Model (DEHM)/Urban Background Model (UBM) model multiplied with the population in each grid cell.

From the studied tools, the EVA model is the only tool, which applies calculations at gridded concentrations (1 km × 1 km grid resolution). The AirQ+, ARP and ISTE tools use population weighted annual mean concentrations as inputs for exposure (Table 5). These tools are dependent on the resolution of the chemical transport models feeding the tool with data on population-weighted concentrations. In the ISTE tool it is possible to take into account the exposure probability distribution when it is known or can be estimated.

Iceland is not yet included in the DEHM-UBM setup. For Iceland, the exposure values were obtained from EEA [59].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>PM$_{2.5}$ (µg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>PM$_{10}$ (µg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>NO$_2$ (µg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>O$_3$ $^a$ (µg/m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>1660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>1480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>1380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Calculated as the sum of daily maximum 8-h mean O$_3$ over 35 ppb (SOMO35).

2.4. Assessment of the Impact of Spatial Resolution on Estimated Premature Deaths (Part 3)

The impact of spatial resolution was evaluated using the EVA modeling tool. The background for this investigation is the overall assumption that, in a health impact assessment, the spatial resolution of
the modelled gridded concentration fields has a significant impact on the exposures and subsequently, to estimated deaths.

In the experimental setup, the UBM model [53,54] has been run for the Nordic domain with the 1 km × 1 km resolution for the year 2015. To evaluate the impact of spatial resolution on the number of attributable deaths, the air pollution data of PM$_{2.5}$, NO$_2$, and O$_3$ have been resampled in the EVA system, calculating the total number of premature deaths as a function of the spatial resolution from 1 km × 1 km to 700 km × 700 km. The numbers of deaths attributable to air pollution were estimated for the resolution change. In this part of the study we included NO$_2$ to represent a locally variable species. The C-R function used for NO$_2$ is based on the HRAPIE recommendation (RR: 1.0027 for short term exposure and RR: 1.055 for long-term exposure, applying a 20 µg/m$^3$ lower limit value) [36]. By this, we are not testing the impact of using different types of air pollution models with different resolution, but the pure numerical effect of representing the air pollution concentrations on different resolutions giving artificial numerical diffusion and therefore giving lower air pollution levels (higher for ozone) in the highly densely populated areas, compared to the high resolution case.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison between the Tools (Part 1)

In the Nordic area the estimated annual deaths attributable to PM$_{2.5}$ varied across the tools from 8500 to 11,400 and for O$_3$ exposure from 230 to 260 (Table 6). Deaths attributable to air pollution per million inhabitants were highest in Denmark and lowest in Iceland (Figure 2). PM$_{2.5}$ and O$_3$ concentrations were the highest in Denmark and the lowest in Finland and Iceland which is reflected in the results. EVA had the highest estimates for PM$_{2.5}$ attributable deaths for the four countries covered (not applied for Iceland). This is partly explained by the inclusion of acute deaths in addition to chronic deaths, which led to ca. 17% higher results in comparison to other tools. Baseline mortality data was another important source of differences between the tools. The tools utilized different data sources for baseline mortality (Table 2).

![Figure 2](image-url)  
Figure 2. Deaths attributable to (a) PM$_{2.5}$ and (b) O$_3$ exposures in the Nordic countries per million inhabitants. The results for Economic Valuation of Air Pollution (EVA) tool include acute deaths in addition to chronic deaths for PM$_{2.5}$. 

3.2. Comparison of Concentration-Response Functions (Part 2)

We found large differences between the deaths attributable to PM$_{2.5}$ estimated with different C-R functions in the Nordic countries (Figure 3). These estimates varied from 1800 to 18,000 deaths in the Nordic area (Table 7). Use of the RR 1.14 [18] naturally more than doubled the deaths compared to those estimated with RR 1.06 recommended by the WHO expert panel [36]. Use of IER2016 resulted in estimates close to estimates calculated with the RR: 1.06. The previous IERs from GBD studies 2013 and 2015 substantially decreased the estimated attributable deaths. There were only a few estimated deaths for Finland and Iceland, when IER 2013 or 2015 were used (Table 7). In Denmark with the highest PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations of the Nordic countries (9.2 µg/m$^3$), differences between the IER functions were smaller as the mean PM$_{2.5}$ concentration was not close to the theoretical thresholds.
Table 6. Deaths attributable to PM$_{2.5}$ and O$_3$ exposures in Nordic countries in 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Deaths Attributable to PM$_{2.5}$</th>
<th>Deaths Attributable to O$_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARP</td>
<td>EVA $^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>3100</td>
<td>3500 (580)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1900 (310)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>2100 (360)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>3300</td>
<td>3900 (650)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordic sum</td>
<td>9700</td>
<td>11,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ EVA acute deaths presented separately in the brackets; n/a: not available.

3.2. Comparison of Concentration-Response Functions (Part 2)

We found large differences between the deaths attributable to PM$_{2.5}$ estimated with different C-R functions in the Nordic countries (Figure 3). These estimates varied from 1800 to 18,000 deaths in the Nordic area (Table 7). Use of the RR 1.14 [18] naturally more than doubled the deaths compared to those estimated with RR 1.06 recommended by the WHO expert panel [36]. Use of IER2016 resulted in estimates close to estimates calculated with the RR: 1.06. The previous IERs from GBD studies 2013 and 2015 substantially decreased the estimated attributable deaths. There were only a few estimated deaths for Finland and Iceland, when IER 2013 or 2015 were used (Table 7). In Denmark with the highest PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations of the Nordic countries (9.2 µg/m$^3$), differences between the IER functions were smaller as the mean PM$_{2.5}$ concentration was not close to the theoretical thresholds.

![Figure 3. Deaths attributable to PM$_{2.5}$ mean exposure estimated with different concentration-response functions.](image)

Table 7. Deaths attributable to mean PM$_{2.5}$ exposure in Nordic countries evaluated using different C-R functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Concentration-Response Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordic sum</td>
<td>8500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ RR = 1.062 was used for chronic mortality by all tools in the tool comparison part.
3.3. Impacts of Spatial Resolution Used in the Exposure Model (Part 3)

The impact of spatial resolution on the deaths attributable to air pollution exposure is illustrated in Figure 4 for PM$_{2.5}$, NO$_2$, O$_3$ and for the total number of attributable deaths in Nordic countries, relative to the total number of attributable deaths from the finest (1 km $\times$ 1 km) to the coarsest resolution (700 km $\times$ 700 km). The number of attributable deaths increases significantly with higher resolution, except for ozone. Moving from the coarsest to the finest resolution led to an increase of attributable deaths by 13% for PM$_{2.5}$, 183% for NO$_2$ and 20% for the total number of air pollution related deaths. For O$_3$ the impact was inverse, O$_3$ related deaths decreased by 25%.

The relative change is highest for NO$_2$, which is heavily influenced by local emissions and chemistry. For PM$_{2.5}$, the results are influenced by the fact that it consists of primary emitted particles as well as secondary formed particles (e.g., nitrate, sulfate and ammonium). In the first case, the spatial variability of the concentrations is highly dependent on local sources, whereas in the latter case, this is not the case. For O$_3$, the impact was reversed; higher spatial resolution led to lower death estimates. This is due to the degradation of ozone in urban areas which is better taken into account when high resolution exposure modelling is used.

The impact of spatial resolution can be illustrated in the following way: assume that we have a smaller city covering an area of 1 km $\times$ 1 km surrounded by rural areas. If the air pollution concentrations are calculated with a high-resolution model with similar resolution, the resulting concentrations of the locally formed chemical species (e.g., primary particles, NO$_2$) will be higher in the populated area and lower in the surrounding rural areas with lower population density. In the case where the air pollution concentrations are calculated on a coarser 50 km $\times$ 50 km resolution, the concentrations will be the same over this area and lower in the city, compared to the high-resolution case. In this relatively coarser resolution, the emissions from the city will immediately be spread out within the 50 km $\times$ 50 km grid cell due to numerical diffusion and therefore the mean concentration over the higher populated area (the city) will be lower compared to the case where the concentrations are calculated on a higher resolution. The result will be a lower number of premature deaths in the low-resolution case, compared to the high-resolution case over the same area, only due to artificial numerical diffusion and the question of representability of lower resolution results over areas with
higher variability. For ozone, the case is actually the opposite, since ozone is lower in areas where NOx emissions are high.

4. Discussion

We identified substantial disparities between the attributable death estimates in the Nordic countries. The biggest differences were found in the comparison of five commonly used concentration-response functions, while smaller differences were found between the compared tools as these tools use the same source of concentration-response functions. Additionally, Malmqvist et al. (2018) [17] found that selection of exposure-response function was causing substantial differences between the nine health impact assessments included in their study.

We compared two log-linear functions (RR:1.06 [47] and RR:1.14 [18]) and three sets of IER functions (GBD2013, GBD2015 and GBD2016 [48–50]). The log-linear functions had over twofold differences in the relative risks and consequently in the estimated deaths. The earlier IER versions seem to underestimate the health impacts in low exposure countries due to the high theoretical threshold. The closer to the theoretical threshold value the exposure is, the larger the differences between the IER versions are. The latest IER version (IER2016, [50]) included in this comparison led to attributable deaths close to the ones estimated, with a relative risk of 1.062 used in all the tools we compared in this work (ARP, EVA and ISTE). In this version the theoretical threshold was lower than in the previous IER versions.

One limitation of our study is that we used only a point value for population mean exposure without taking into account the exposure distribution in any other tools than EVA. While this might not lead to a significant difference for linear functions without threshold, it can cause remarkable underestimation when using supra-linear IER functions. This can be the case especially when the mean exposure is close to the threshold and exposure distribution is not taken into account.

The differences in the estimated deaths for individual counties were up to 24% between the three tools when compared to tool averages. We identified that the main causes of the differences were baseline mortality data used in the tools. The disparities in the baseline mortality in comparison to national statistics were ranging from −6% to 23%. These differences reflected on the estimation of attributable deaths, and seemed to mostly explain the differences between ISTE and ARP. Another major cause for disparities among the tools was inclusion of acute deaths in addition to chronic ones in EVA. Double counting of chronic and acute mortality is avoided in EVA by subtracting years of life lost (YLL) due to acute deaths from the YLL due to chronic deaths. For PM2.5 EVA had the highest attributable death estimates for all countries, from which acute deaths comprise about 17%. In overall, ISTE had the lowest attributable death estimates as well as the lowest baseline mortality.

All the tools included in this work are suitable for estimating the health risks of air pollution at low exposure levels. EVA modelling tool has one advantage of being closely linked to air quality models and it has a high spatial resolution. In the ISTE tool it is possible to take into account exposure distributions. EVA and ARP tools enable estimation of economic costs in addition to health impacts. AirQ+ tool is readily available for the public and includes non-linear C-R functions in addition to linear ones. The results obtained in this work can be utilized in the tool updating.

The source of exposure data can greatly affect the health impact results, and therefore we aimed to control its impacts by using the same source of exposures for all tools. For example, surface concentrations from different air pollution models, even when they use the same input for the emissions, can lead to a difference in the mortality estimates of up to a factor of three [31]. This is due to the differences in the models themselves; in particular the representation of gas-phase chemistry and the aerosol schemes, as well as the native spatial resolutions of the models and the meteorological input they use to drive the chemistry. However, the validity of the air pollution models used for health impact assessments should be tested against measurements in order to quantify the uncertainty using the particular model.
The C-R functions applied refer to annual mean concentrations; however, the exposure period which is leading to the health outcomes can be even decades. We assume that the annual concentration reflects the long-term exposure. This approach, however, cannot take into account for instance moving history but the concentrations are based on the home addresses in 2015. In this work the population weighted concentrations apply to the total population and we did not consider different age groups separately. However, it can be assumed that some differences in concentrations between age groups are possible. Urbanization is one trend which can reflect on exposure of different age groups as older people tend to stay in the country-side, while younger move to urban areas. Personal exposure between age groups can also differ due to time activity patterns. However, in this work time activity patterns were not taken into account as the calculations are based on ambient concentrations. In the sensitivity analysis of exposure resolution, we found that lower spatial resolution leads to a substantial decrease in the estimated attributable deaths for PM$_{2.5}$ and NO$_2$. For O$_3$ the impact was the reverse. A high spatial resolution is especially important for the locally emitted chemical species such as primary emitted particulate matter and for NO$_2$ and O$_3$ (reverse impact). These pollutants are controlled by relatively fast chemistry (e.g., compared to the chemistry of secondary formed particles) and therefore are characterized by higher local spatial variability. Typically, for these species, higher concentrations are found close to the more densely populated areas, since emissions are located close to the population. For example, particle and NO$_x$ emissions from traffic and particles from residential heating typically occur within the more densely populated areas.

Our experiment shows that the spatial resolution has a significant impact on the health impact assessment related to air pollution and that high-resolution modelling is especially important, when the results are used for policy development as an underestimation of 34% of the attributable deaths and related external costs can change political priorities. Korhonen et al. (2019) [60] also studied the impacts of spatial resolution of exposure model on deaths attributable to PM$_{2.5}$. They estimated the differences caused by spatial resolution on deaths attributable to PM$_{2.5}$ exposure by averaging exposure from 1 km $\times$ 1 km to 50 km $\times$ 50 km resolution. They found that lowering the resolution from the highest to the coarsest led to a decrease in the attributable deaths by 14 % and nearly 90 % for log-linear and IER functions, respectively. Korhonen et al. (2019) applied the IER2013 functions [14] which have a theoretical threshold close to the Finnish exposure levels leading to large impacts for resolution changes.

5. Conclusions

We compared three available tools to estimate deaths attributable to PM$_{2.5}$ and O$_3$ exposures in five Nordic countries. Between the tools, the estimated deaths ranged from 8500 to 11,400 for PM$_{2.5}$, and from 230 to 260 for O$_3$ exposure in the Nordic area. Death rates per million inhabitants were the highest in Denmark and the lowest in Iceland. All the tools were based on concentration-response functions recommended by WHO working group. The variation among the tools was mainly due to differences in the baseline mortality inputs.

Substantially larger differences were found in the comparison of concentration-response functions. At maximum, a ten-fold difference was calculated for the whole Nordic region (1800–18,000 deaths). Differences between estimates for individual countries were even larger, likely due to concentration-response function shapes and in particular, the applied thresholds in combination with point value exposures. The Nordic area with low exposures is especially sensitive to thresholds.

When spatial exposure models are used, sufficiently high resolution is necessary to avoid underestimation of exposures and health effects. This is especially important for air pollutants which are strongly influenced by local emissions and atmospheric chemistry like NO$_2$ and primary particulate matter. For O$_3$ the impact of smaller resolution is reversed due to lower exposures at highly populated urban areas.

On-going epidemiological studies assessing the relationship between air pollution and health effects in the Nordic area will provide valuable inputs for the understanding of the health burden of
air pollution in low exposure areas. Nevertheless, due to challenges in statistical power it is unlikely that definitive answers will be reached in the near future. Therefore, the methodological differences between assessments need to be addressed when interpreting results. When choosing tools, the user should be aware of the methodological choices and their possible impacts on the results.
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